
Core Chemistry Study Guide for Final 

Here is a list of the learning objectives that will be assessed on the final exam.  Key vocabulary terms are 

in bold. 

The Final does not include all the trimester’s objectives.  Some objectives have been crossed off indicating 

they will not be assessed on the final exam.  All objectives that are NOT crossed off are “fair game” for the final 

exam but are not guaranteed to be on the final exam.   

To study for the final, one thing you can do is go through this list of objectives and ask yourself “can I do 

this?”  If the answer is no, review the material for that objective (lecture notes, assignments, labs, handouts, 

videos at the end of the lecture notes, and the online quizziz) 

The final exam will consist of approximately 50 multiple choice questions.  There will be no short 

response on the final exam 

 

 

 

UNIT 1.1:  The Law of Conservation of Matter 
1) …State the Law of Conservation of Mass and explain how it applies to open and closed systems.” 

2) …distinguish system and surroundings” 

3) …distinguish open and closed systems” 

4) …design an experiment to test the law of conservation of mass.” (Core Lab 1) 

 

UNIT 1.2:  States of Matter & Intro to Thermodynamics 
5) …draw particle diagrams for solids, liquids and gases.” 

6) …describe particle motion for matter in the solid, liquid, and gas phase.” 

7) …define heat and recall the direction it flows.” 

8) …distinguish heat from temperature.” 

9) …distinguish exothermic and endothermic change.” 

10) …draw a heating curve and label all lines including the x & y axis.” 

11) ...draw arrows and label all directions on a heating curve diagram as exothermic or endothermic.” 

12) …identify locations on a heating curve diagram where heat is… 

• …being absorbed/released and results in the breaking or forming of intermolecular attractions.” 

• …being absorbed/released and increasing or decreasing the Kinetic energy of the particles.” 

13) …State the Law of Conservation of Energy and explain how it applies to open and closed systems as well as phase 

change.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNIT 2.1:  Dimensional Analysis & Unit Conversions 
1) …identify the conversion factor(s) in a given problem or look them up in reference materials and then use dimensional 

analysis to convert between units. 

2) …convert between pressure units. 

3) …convert between basic metric units like milli- and kilo- 

 

UNIT 2.2:  The Kinetic Molecular Theory & Gasses 
4) …convert between Celsius & Kelvin Temperature scales. 

5) …Define Absolute Zero & give its value. 

6) …define and give examples of ideal gases. 

7) …recall the 5 assumptions of, define, and explain, the kinetic molecular theory. 

8) …explain gas pressure in terms of random molecular motion & collisions. 

9) …explain how changes in Pressure, Volume, & Temperature affect one another in gases by discussing the particles of a 

gas at the molecular level using the K.M.T. 

10) …illustrate the particles of a gas at the molecular during changes in pressure, volume, and temperature. 

11) …apply the K.M.T. to predict the outcome of everyday situations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT 3.1:  Atom Basics 
1) …define an atom & its three parts. 

2) …Identify an element when give a number of protons and a Periodic Table 

3) …recall the charge, mass, symbol and location of all three sub atomic particles.   

4) …give an analogy for the size of the nucleus compared to the rest of the atom. 

5) …recall that the strong nuclear force and the neutrons are what overcome the repulsive force between the protons and 

holds the nucleus together in stable atoms. 

 

UNIT 3.2:  Isotopes 
6) …define isotopes. 

7) …determine the number of protons & neutrons in isotopes 

8) …write isotope names and symbols (mass numbers) 

9) …determine the number of electrons in an ion. 

10) …distinguish & associate mass numbers, atomic mass, percent abundance, and average atomic mass. 

11) …calculate the average atomic mass of an element when give the percent abundance, atomic mass, and the mass 

numbers of it’s naturally occurring isotopes (when given the “Table of Isotopic Masses and Natural Abundances”) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNIT 4.1:  The Octet Rule 
1) …identify metals, semi-metals, and non-metals on the periodic table.” 

2) …identify where the main group is on the periodic table and determine the number of valence electrons main group 

elements have.” 

3) …explain the octet rule.” 

4) …use the octet rule to determine if an element wants to gain or lose electrons and how many electrons it wants to gain or 

lose.” 

5) …determine what noble gas an element will resemble and what ion it will form after obeying the octet rule.” 

6) …explain why metals form cations and non-metals form anions.” 

 

UNIT 4.2:  Ionic Bonding & Ionic Compounds 
7) …recall that Ionic bonding occurs when electrons are exchanged between atoms.” 

8) …write the chemical formulas for ionic compounds when presented with two main group elements.” 

9) …give some of the basic properties of ionic compounds and explain those properties by discussing their crystal lattice 

structure.” 

 

UNIT 4.3:  Covalent Bonding & Molecules 
10) …give some of the basic properties of substances formed by covalent bonds.” 

11) …use the octet rule to determine how many covalent bonds an element will usually make.” 

12) …draw Lewis structures.” 

13) …predict the type of bond(s) in a chemical compound based on the elements in the chemical formula.” 

14) …compare and contrast Ionic & Covalent bonding.” 

 

UNIT 4.4:  A Few Things on the Periodic Table   
16) …recall the most reactive groups of elements on the periodic table. 

17) …define electronegativity & explain it’s trend across a row on the periodic table. 

18) …describe the trend in electronegativity, and atomic radius on the periodic table. 

19) …predict which elements will have the largest electronegativity, or atomic radius when provided a short list of 

elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT 5.1:  Balancing Chemical Equations 
1) …label the parts of a chemical equation.” 

2) …balance a chemical equation.” 

3) …create a simple but accurate model of chemical change that reflects the coefficients in the equations and the lewis 

structures of the molecules.” 

 

UNIT 5.2  Reaction Rates & Kinetics 
1) …Define reaction rates and give examples of fast and slow chemical reactions 

2) …use the K.M.T. to help explain collision theory and define activation energy. 
3) …illustrate collision theory. 
4) …recall that increasing temperature, concentration or surface area makes reactions happen faster and explain why using 

the KMT and collision theory. 
5) …label the parts of a reaction progress diagram and identify if it represents an endothermic or exothermic reaction. 
6) …analyze & draw conclusions about two reaction progress diagrams showing the same reaction before and after a change 

takes place. 
7) …Explain what a catalyst is and how it affects reaction rates 

 


